Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), 2nd most lethal cancer globally, is the major type of primary liver malignancies currently resulting in about 800,000 deaths globally per annum. Surgical resection remains the only curative treatment to HCC, which does not fit for many patients diagnosed with advanced HCC. Radiation therapy has been gradually concerned as an optional treatment for patients with advanced unresectable HCC. This study aimed to compare external radiation (beam radiation) and internal radiation as a single radiation therapy to advanced HCC patients (TNA stage III and IV according to the derived AJCC Stage, 6th edition) stratified by other risk factors, based on the data collected from the Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results (SEER) national database. In this cohort study, we mainly clarified the following three points: 1. Choices of radiation therapy for advanced HCC patients vary in demographic and clinical factors. Among these, TNM classification is the key factor. 2. Internal radiation provides a better prognosis in both OS and CSS. 3. Patients in stage IV could benefit from internal radiation preferentially, while for patients in stage III, internal radiation therapy makes no difference compared with external radiation.
Introduction
Primary Malignancy in liver has become one of the most common and lethal malignant tumors worldwide, presenting a severe threat to the life quality of patients (1) . Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), the second most lethal cancer globally (2) , is the major type of primary liver malignancy (85-90%) (3), currently resulting in about 800,000 deaths globally per annum (4, 5) , with even increasing incidence and related-mortality in multiple regions and nations especially like the USA and East Asia countries (5) .
Optimal treatment selections for HCC can be varied based on a diverse spectrum of severity in patients (6) . Surgical treatments including surgical hepatic resection and liver transplantation have been regarded as potentially curative treatments for HCC, providing a far better long-term relapse-free survival rates (40%) and five-year survival rates (90%) than other alternatives in carefully selected patients (7, 8) . Speaking of the surgical standard, the existing BCLC (Barcelona Clinic Liver Cancer) staging system and Milano criteria have been questioned in one way or another (9, 10) . In order to get a better prognosis for the patients, sometimes can even be the majority, failing to meet the indications of surgical treatments, alternative options like radiations, ablation and chemotherapy need considering.
Radiation therapy has been gradually concerned as an optional treatment for patients with advanced unresectable HCC (11) . Fortunately, HCC is a radiosensitive tumor located in a radiosensitive organ, suggesting the possible effectiveness of radiotherapy (12) . Yet solid clinical evidence has been absent to justify the effectiveness and safety of Ivyspring International Publisher radiotherapy. According to the data documented in the SEER database, conventional radiotherapy of HCC can be classified into basically two types, the external and internal radiotherapy. The former mainly refers to the beam radiation therapy, parallel radiation beam from external origin directly kills the tumor lesion. While the latter refers to implantation of radioactive particles, like radioactive isotopes adjacent to the primary malignancy, providing continuous and accurate radiation (13, 14) . Both of them have been served in clinical practice for treating advanced HCC, but with vague boundaries and unspecific target populations. Missing data and evidence fail to confirm a personalized radiotherapy guideline and evaluation pattern for prognosis. The SEER database only provides information on radiation therapy methods, without mentioning data relating to aims (palliative or curative), doses and schemes. Therefore we decided to focus on comparison between internal and external radiation therapies.
This study aimed to compare external radiation (beam radiation) and internal radiation as a single radiation therapy to advanced HCC patients (TNA stage III and IV according to the derived AJCC Stage, 6 th edition) stratified by other risk factors. We examined OS and CSS of these radiation therapies and tried to come up with optimal radiation schemes for HCC patients in multiple states.
Materials and methods
We applied data collected from the Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results (SEER) national database to perform a retrospective cohort study. Identification of patients with confirmed HCC diagnosis was done by utilizing site ICD-0-code 220 and histological ICD-0-code 8170-8175. Patients diagnosed with solid histological evidence were further selected. Moreover, we specially enrolled patients with TNM stage III and IV (according to the derived AJCC Stage, 6 th edition). Among these chosen patients, we finally identified in total 641 patients with a single and certain radiation therapy (beam radiation or internal radiation) meeting all the criteria above ( Figure 1 ). Approval was obtained from the Shanghai Huashan hospital Review Board and a data use agreement was completed for this project. Data was abstracted using the SEER Stat Software, version 8.4, National Cancer Institute, Washington DC.
Characteristics analysis including gender, marriage, age (stratified in groups), race, tumor grade, size (stratified in groups), lymph invasion and TNM classification. The reason why we did not include metastasis is that whether the tumor has distally metastasized or not determines the TNM classification to be IV or III. In these circumstances, metastasis status would be one and the same thing as TNM classification. Cohort stratification of patients was based on the types of radiation therapy: beam radiation and internal radiation. Beam radiation is labeled by radiation code in SEER database as "beam radiation", while the latter includes both of the labels "radioisotope" and "radioactive implants". As mentioned above, in order to get a better comparison, we further stratified age and size into subgroups separately with the assistance of X-tile software: ≤50, 50-69 and ≥70 years; <3.0, 3.0-5.0 and >5.0cm. 
Results

Patients characteristic
Among the total 641 patients selected based on the criteria, comparisons in demographic and clinical baseline data between the two different radiation groups were done (Table 1) . Demographically, we found that married patients seemed more likely to accept internal radiation than those who were unmarried. This could be related to the higher cost of the internal radiation, as marital status may indicate, to a certain degree, the economic status. From the clinical aspect, patients with better differentiated, lager and restricted local invasion (T3) HCC are more likely to receive internal radiation. Moreover, TNM stage is another decisive factor. Most patients (70.7%) with stage III accepted internal radiation therapy, while 95% IV patients chose external radiation.
Survival analysis
As shown in Table 2 , we primarily conducted univariate analysis via Kaplan-Miere method to explore the varied significance that each demographic or clinical factor has on patients' overall survival (OS) and cancer-specific survival (CSS). In univariate analysis, to our surprise, age turned out to be one influential factor to CSS and it demonstrated a trend that elder patients got even longer lifespans. Consistent with our conventional knowledge, almost all the pathological factors (grade, T, N, M, tumor size and tumor stage) were proved to influence OS and CSS with statistical significance. However, as the survival curves (Figure 2, Figure 3 ) indicated, separated influence of some stratified factors was not straightforward enough, like grade, T, tumor size and N stage. But integrated TNM classification and radiotherapy groups showed significant survival difference. Clearly noted from the table and figures, advanced stage suggested a worse prognosis in both OS and CSS. Similarly, internal radiotherapy provided a much better prognosis in OS and CSS than external ones.
We further applied Cox survival analysis to verify whether the potential risk factors can be viewed as independent prognosis indicators (Table 2, Figure 4 and Figure 5 ). Among all the potential demographic and clinical risk factors mentioned above, three factors (T, TNM stage and radiation therapy) were identified as independent prognosis indicators for OS and four (age, T, TNM stage and radiation therapy) for CSS. To be specific, except for T3 (HR: 0.935(0.696-1.256)) and T4 (HR: 1.093(0.849-1.409)), a more advanced T stage suggested a worse prognosis of patients. This is similar to TNM stage that IV may indicate much worse overall survival than III. These two factors behaved analogically in CSS. As for age, patients older than 70 years old surprisingly owned longer cancer-specific lifespans. This may be contradicted to our previous recognition. The most inspiring result was that for patients accepting internal radiation therapy properly, both overall survival and cancer-specific survival prognosis are much better (for OS 1.488(1.159-1.912), for CSS 1.626(1.214-2.176)). Finally, Cox analysis revealed that patients of differed races had differed clinical outcomes in CSS statistically.
Radiation therapy selection
Considering there exists such diverse distributions in the two radiation therapies for patients of differed TNM classifications, we further grouped the patients based on their TNM stages (III and IV) to examine how differed choices of radiation could influence the patients' prognosis. Previous Cox analysis revealed that internal radiation can provide a better result in both overall survival and cancer-specific survival. However, in patients of stage III, external and internal radiation made no significant differences in OS and CSS. On the contrary, even though most stage IV patients chose external radiation, internal radiation was actually beneficial to patients in lifespan, both OS and CSS ( Figure 6 ).
Discussion
Owing to its rapid exacerbation and surgical unresectability, advanced HCC has always been a severe challenge to the welfare of patients (15) . Nowadays, beyond surgical interventions, integrated therapies provide a fresh perspective for advanced malignancy treatment (16) . Radiation therapy, which used to be a palliative option for HCC treatment, now was proved to be effective for the selected advanced HCC patients (17, 18) . In this cohort study, we mainly clarified the following three points: Firstly, choices of radiation therapy for advanced HCC patients vary in demographic and clinical factors. Among these, TNM classification is the key factor. Secondly, internal radiation provides a better prognosis in both OS and CSS. Moreover, patients in stage IV could benefit from internal radiation preferentially, while for patients in stage III, internal radiation therapy makes no difference compared with external radiation.
The current guidelines have proposed the choice of radiotherapy as a conversion or an adjuvant therapy when primary HCC was diagnosed as surgically unresectable (19) . However, selection of a single radiation protocol based on patients' circumstances still remains empirical. Various demographic and clinical factors can partially influence patients' selection on radiation therapy. In this study, we found that marital status can be one influential factor. Specifically, married patients are more likely to accept internal radiation therapy than those who live alone (divorced, separated and single as well as widowed). This may be correlated to social-economic influence because internal radiation cost more than external one while married person usually has a medical insurance.
From a pathological point of view, it is natural that tumor characteristics determine the selection of radiation. As concluded in this study, tumor stage, lymph node stage as well as tumor size are proved to be influential elements in radiation therapy selection. However, TNM stage would be the integration of the factors above, thus it can be a guideline for protocol choice of each patient. Although tumor differentiation grade was also a significant factor for radiation therapy according to our results. Nevertheless in clinical practice, grade information gained from non-surgical biopsy is not completely reliable. In univariate and multivariate survival analysis, we spotted that age was an independent indicator on HCC patients' cancer-specific survival. Elder patients (especially over 70s) seemed to have a longer cancer-specific survival. This may be explained by more frequent tumor screening for elder patients. Further explorations can be done to clarify that how age can influence the prognosis of advanced HCC patients. Besides, race can be suspected as an independent prognostic indicator for advanced patients among demographical factors. This actually is not the first time that studies revealed the impact of potential racial diversity on malignancy outcomes (20) . The benefit of internal radiation varies in patients with differed TNM classifications. For patients with stage IV, internal radiation has a much better prognosis in both OS and CSS than external radiation. While for patients with stage III, there exists no significant variance between internal and external radiation. These discoveries endow this study with clinical significance. Previously, according to some empirical applications, patients with distal metastasis (stage IV) are more likely to be recommended to accept beam radiation. While for stage III patients, internal radiation can be preferred for its high efficiency (18, 21) . These results we got could challenge our conventional routine and stimulate more innovations on current clinical practice.
As far as we are concerned, this SEER based study is among the pioneering work to investigate radiation protocol selection for advanced unresectable HCC patients. Still, limitations remain as a retrograde study. Initially, all the enrolled patients were diagnosed with HCC between 2004 and 2013. During more than one decade, radiation techniques keep involving to provide better treatments. This possibly resulted in bias while we calculate survival analysis for those who were diagnosed lately may accept improved radiation therapies for better prognosis. Also, owing to the documents of SEER database, the number of patients in different subgroup is not strictly matched. Moreover, though we classified the radiation therapies into mainly two types. It was actually not a very detailed classification. Owing to the missing information on aims (palliative or curative), schemes and specific doses of the radiation therapies from SEER database, our study was not able to further explore prognostic value of these detailed-classified radiation therapies. Last but not least, though we excluded interference by chemotherapy, it would be more convincing if we can stratified radiation therapy based on the order with surgery.
Conclusively, in this SEER based cohort study, we described the diverse distributions on radiation protocol selections for advanced unresectable HCC patients. More importantly, we explored that patients with TNM stage IV can benefit more from internal radiation while for stage III patients internal or external radiation makes no differences in long-term prognosis. These findings can be contradicted to conventional thoughts. Hopefully, this study could provide a challenging insight and a new guide for future clinical practice.
